**BOOK (one author)**

**Bibliography - structure:**
Author's Name. *Book Title*. Place of publication: publisher, date of publication.

**Notes Example:**

**Bibliographic Example:**

**BOOK (two authors)** (see Chicago 17.16)

**Bibliography - structure:**
First Authors Name and Second Authors Name. *Book Title*. Place of publication: publisher, date of publication.

**Notes Example:**

**Bibliographic Example:**

**JOURNAL ARTICLE** (see Chicago 17.148)

**Bibliography - structure:**

**Notes Example:**

**Bibliographic Example:**
### AUDIOVISUAL (VHS, DVDs, CDs) (see Chicago 17.273)

**Bibliography - structure:**
Composer name/Writer/Performer (if known). Title. Format. Production information. City of Publication, Publisher, date.

**Notes Example:**

**Bibliographic Example:**

### WEBSITE (see Chicago 17.234)

**Bibliography - structure:**
Author (if known). “Name of Page.” Title or owner of Web Site. URL. (date accessed).

**Notes Example:**

**Bibliographic Example:**